Selection rules and symmetry relations for four-wave mixing measurements of uniaxial assemblies.
Uniaxial systems represent the next lowest symmetry below isotropic and are ubiquitous. The objective of the present work is to present a systematic foundation for interpreting polarization-dependent four-wave mixing measurements of oriented and aligned assemblies. Orientational averages connecting the molecular frame to the macroscopic frame in uniaxial assemblies were derived for several common molecular symmetry groups for coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) measurements, coherent anti-Stokes two-photon spectroscopy (CATS) probing electronic transitions, resonant two-photon absorption (2PA), and traditional Raman measurements. First, the complete set of orientational averages connecting the molecular and macroscopic frames was compiled for the most general case of C1 molecular symmetry. Then, the orientational averages of a select few commonly occurring molecular symmetry groups (Cs, C2, C2v, and C3v) were explored in greater detail to illustrate the approach and to facilitate the interpretation of routine experimental measurements. One outcome of this analysis is the prediction of efficient electric dipole-allowed chiral-specific four-wave mixing in uniaxially oriented media.